
Utilizing Dressage Principles to Train Your Mounted Archery Horse Series 

by Stacey Hornsby 

Article One –Understanding Rhythm and Relaxation 

This is the first in a series of articles on how to utilize dressage principles in training your mounted 

archery horse. 

“Dressage What”?  

Everyone who knows me knows that I incorporate dressage principles into all of my equine endeavors, 

from jousting to jumping, equestrian vaulting, and 4H. Mounted archery is no exception! Were you 

aware that dressage is really at the base of all riding? I often see people roll their eyes as soon as the 

word “dressage” is uttered, but if you look up the word it means ‘the art of riding and training a horse in 

a manner that develops obedience, flexibility, and balance .’  Yes, that may seem like a lot of theory, and 1

yes, dressage introduces advanced riding skills that are new (and sometimes intimidating) to many 

people, but the basic principles are easy for anyone to adopt into a training program for their horses, no 

matter what they do.  

Training Pyramid 

Check out this training pyramid from the US Dressage Federation – it shows the proper training 

progression, putting into place the concept that we start at the bottom of the pyramid, work on the first 

principle, then add the next principle up as we work our horse up the pyramid. For proper and solid 

training you can’t cut corners (as most of us know!) and you can’t build a solid horse mentally and 

physically unless you build a solid base from which to work. Otherwise it all falls apart and you are doing 

your horse a disservice! 

 

1 Oxford English Dictionary Online. https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/dressage (accessed 10/10/2018). 

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/dressage
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When I train new mounted archery horses, I utilize the training pyramid as well as other proven training 

techniques. This is something that just can’t be rushed, as horses are all different mentally and 

physically. First and foremost, for safety and to build confidence in my horse, I start with getting the 

horse used to the run and the ropes -- or whatever boundary is used to keep your horse in the run as 

you drop the reins to shoot. I make sure the horse is solid here first; if the horse is skeptical of the ropes 

I start them alongside the run until they are good with it, then I make my run wider (this can be done for 

movable setups), then gradually narrow the boundary to 6.5 to 7 feet wide.  

Start From the Start! 

Before incorporating dressage principles into mounted archery, you should first make sure you work on 

the first 3 concepts at the bottom of the pyramid in an arena or field. Start with developing a consistent 

rhythm, with energy moving forward and with consistent tempo that’s not speeding up or slowing 

down. I find that horses -- and sometimes their riders --  who tend to speed up or slow down in the run 

once the reins are dropped do not have a solid understanding of a how a horse travels in a preset 

rhythm. Developing a horse for any sport takes time and mounted archery is no exception. I tend to see 

a lot of folks just throw down the reins expecting to be able to shoot right away, then quickly get upset 

when their usually solid horse is now too fast, too slow, or changes its tempo in the run. Spending time 

outside of the run, and developing the dressage pyramid, will make it 10 times easier for you and your 

horse to pick up mounted archery! 

Rhythm (Energy and Tempo) and Forward Movement 

The concept of rhythm and tempo is not a hard one but often becomes hard once a person tries  to 

apply it while in the saddle. All this really means is that you, as the rider, pick the tempo (speed) and 

rhythm (regularity of the speed). The horse should be energetically going forward off your leg, and if 

your horse is a slow poke and/or less responsive, then this is where you start. Some horses are less or 

unresponsive because the rider hasn’t developed a solid core or an independent seat and hand; after a 

while, the horse will tune you out when you are moving around a lot or giving them mixed signals 

because there is a lack of coordination.  If this is you, you should invest in good basic dressage lessons 

(or another discipline). (When I say “good,” I am referring to a well-known trainer that teaches proper 

riding principles.)  Not everyone who throws up a shingle claiming to be a horse trainer or riding 

instructor really knows or understands true biomechanics of riding, or are good at teaching them -- so 

do your homework, shop around, and get references. You may need to travel a bit far and pay more 

than you wanted to for such basic training but believe me – it is money well spent and will make things 

so much easier for you for your mounted archery! You can get by with only taking a lesson every week 

or two for a few months, then working at home on the principles you’ve learned. Of course the more 

you ride under a good instructor with a good eye, the quicker you will progress. I tell all my new 

mounted archery club members who are starting with little or no riding experience that they need to get 

2 US Dressage Federation Pyramid of Training. https://www.usdf.org/EduDocs/Training/Pyramid_of_Training.pdf 
(accessed 10/10/2018). 

https://www.usdf.org/EduDocs/Training/Pyramid_of_Training.pdf


the riding skills down ASAP. This helps them be safer while shooting (even at the walk) and be able to 

effectively communicate and redirect their horse – especially when things go wrong. 

Sending your horse forward can be a scary thing for big moving horses, timid riders, and horses that 

don’t tend to take direction well. If you have basic training issues with your horse then seek help and 

send them to a qualified trainer to get the bugs worked out before you implement the dressage 

principles at home! Your job as the rider is to have the horse move obediently forward off your leg in a 

responsive manner.  Start first at the walk, then once this is mastered, work up to the trot and then 

canter. By the way – the walk is the gait (if ridden correctly) that will develop the horse’s back muscles 

and topline the fastest, so don’t overlook the benefits of taking longer to train your horse at the walk! I 

see that many riders don’t understand the benefits of the walk and they think the walk is boring or only 

for cooling down the horse. But how do you expect to get things down once you are moving faster 

(when the timing of your aids needs to be spot on) if you can’t organize yourself and your horse at the 

walk? 

Back to the walk… First ask gently your horse to move forward energetically (remember the horse’s 

engine is in the hind end). If there is no response, you can use stronger aids (seat, thigh, and calf 

pressure); if you still do not get a forward marching walk, then use your voice, spur, or dressage whip. 

Your horse needs to learn that you mean what you are asking, and that it is not negotiable for them to 

pick the tempo unless you’ve asked them to. I use the ‘rule of 3’: ask once softly, then ask once more 

firmly, then add whip, spur, and/or voice if there was not the forward response I’d asked for. This, in 

turn, will also teach a horse to ‘listen’ to your aids and move responsively off of them. Some horses take 

more correction and sharpness of the aids than others -- the main idea here is to get the horse to move 

forward, and to reward the horse when he gives you what you want!  

In the beginning, don’t expect your horse to travel forward for long periods of time. He is using muscles 

and stretching hock ligaments and tendons more than he may be used to. Also, take into account that 

many horses are not built to travel correctly (stepping way under their bellies with their hind legs) or 

may have limitations due to injuries. Your goal is for them to step ‘through’ from behind – which means 

the hind leg footfalls are about halfway under their belly at all gaits (see photos below). Having the 

horse walk energetically forward is one thing, but you’ll also need the horse to learn to travel 

underneath themselves.  

 

 



 

Horses left alone will usually travel with hind legs out 
behind them or only step slightly underneath 
themselves.  

 

Adding your forward driving aids should produce this 
at trot! The horse is stepping through from behind, 
creating a ‘V’ with the hind and front diagonal leg at 
the trot. 

  

This will be the foundation to later get connection through the horse’s back, and will also be invaluable 
when getting the horse to obtain self-carriage once you are shooting without reins. I often see those in 
mounted archery (at all levels) throw down the reins, pick up their bow to shoot, then wonder why it 
feels like their horse is going to stumble onto the track in front of them -- making them too nervous to 
take the shot. What these archers are actually feeling is the horse losing balance as begins to travel on 
its forehand (carrying its weight on its front legs and shoulders instead of its hind) once they’ve let go of 
their horse’s mouth. Horses that have not been taught connection from back to front, elevating the back 
as a bridge from their hind end to their front end, tend to totally fall apart once the rider starts shooting. 
To better understand what that looks like, see photos below. Properly training your horse will be wildly 
beneficial to you as a serious mounted archery competitor -- you will thank me later if you develop your 
mounted archery horse in the best manner possible! Once you can get your horse traveling at walk, trot, 
and canter in a forward, reaching-under-them fashion, then you can concentrate on the rhythm. Buy 
yourself a digital metronome and hang it on your saddle or use earbuds to keep you aware of a constant 
rhythm. Horses do not know rhythm but can be taught it just like you can be taught. Once you set the 
horse’s tempo and then the rhythm (keeping the tempo the same), you will be amazed at how sloppy 
and all over the place you used to ride! You will begin to see your horse getting magically more balanced 
underneath you, as the key to balance is a forward tempo (not running or too forward) and a consistent 
rhythm.  



Horse traveling like they normally would with a 
rider’s weight on their backs – they sink 
their back down and there can be no true 
connection from back to front for the rider 
 
 

 

Horse traveling with a lifted back up toward the 
saddle and rider making a connection possible 
and making the horse more balanced and 
comfortable  

 

 
Relaxation (With Elasticity and Suppleness) 
 
Once you can ride your horse at all three gaits, in a forward tempo, and while maintaining the rhythm -- 
and it becomes like second nature to you both -- start to work on developing relaxation through 
elasticity and suppleness. It probably makes sense that your horse should move in a relaxed manner, 
and that to do this you can’t be aggressive in how you ride (but you can be firm!). You can’t be pulling on 
the reins, and you yourself need to be relaxed and fluid through your body if you expect your horse to 
be! For English riding, think of the reins as a rubber band that you keep at a soft even feel between your 
hand and the horse’s mouth. It should feel like a nice handshake. If you do not yet have an independent 
seat and hand, this will be hard to maintain as you will find your reins go slack then tight as you use the 
reins to balance yourself. Ask a trainer to work with you on lunge line lessons without using your reins so 
you can better and faster develop your seat and leg, independent from your hands. For Western riding, 
a trainer will start out with more contact on the reins with a snaffle bit, riding two-handed like in English 
riding, but, as soon as the horse develops self-carriage (moves forward balanced, lifting the back and 
also the shoulder), they will move from a snaffle to a shank-type bit with one hand, and remove the 
steady contact almost all together -- which if done correctly, is actually much harder to do than with 
English riding! 
 
Once you know that you are not causing the horse to be tense, it is a must to realize that some horses 
take more time than others to become what we refer to as ‘relaxed’. This is based on their inherent 
personality, and what they have been exposed to. This phase in the training pyramid sometimes takes 
way longer than we expect or would like, but we must not rush this step or move onto higher principles 
as the whole kit-and-caboodle will fall apart! Use smaller figures in the arena or field (figure eights, bow 
tie, serpentines, circles) to help supple the horse and gain bilateral flexibility. Once you gain tempo, 
rhythm, and relaxation through elasticity and suppleness, then you are ready to move on to developing 
that elusive connection that we all seek. 
 
Stacey Hornsby has been the President of the Utah Dressage Society for six of the last 11 years, and is an 
MA3 registered Level 1 Instructor and USA Archery Level 2 Instructor. 


